Conference to cover test fraud issues

The Center for Education Testing and Evaluation at KU will host the Conference on Statistical Detection of Potential Test Fraud on May 23-24. The conference will be the first scholarly conference focusing on statistical approaches to identifying test fraud, a growing concern as methods of test administration evolve and new ways of committing test fraud increase.
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TODAY’S HEADLINES

Revolution recasts years of research
Sometimes a single event can render years of scholarly research obsolete. Tunisia’s Jasmine Revolution did as much for a sociolinguist at KU who specializes in political discourse.
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KU Social Work Day
About 350 social workers and KU alumni will gather April 13 in Lawrence to hear and learn about the latest developments and therapies in social work.
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TODAY’S EVENTS

LECTURE

"Intersections of Art and Mathematics in Works from the Cryptograph Exhibition"
Friday, April 6, 2012
Noon-1 p.m.
Spencer Museum of Art
View all events

TWITTER

@KPRInfo Kansas trivia: This TV broadcaster studied at KU before making his mark as an NBC news anchor and pitchman. Answer: http://bit.ly/GMwLr7
View all tweets

CAMPUS NEWS

Historian wins publication award
Luis Corteguera, KU associate professor of history, has won the 2012 Vice Chancellor for Research and Graduate Studies Book Publication Award for his upcoming publication, "Death by Effigy: A Case from the Mexican Inquisition," to be published by the University of Pennsylvania Press. The annual award is administered by the Hall Center for the Humanities.
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Pharmacy associate dean leaving KU
KU School of Pharmacy Associate Dean Ron Ragan will leave KU this summer to take the top spot at a new school of pharmacy at High Point University in High Point, N.C. He will finish the academic year at KU, with his final day June 29.
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FEATURED MULTIMEDIA

Chatting with the Royals
More: photos | videos

CONNECT
Professor wins engineering award

Shannon Blunt, an associate professor of electrical engineering and computer science, will receive the prestigious Fred Nathanson Memorial Radar Award from the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Aerospace and Electronics Systems Society on May 9 in Atlanta.
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